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and unwanted image disturbances can occur; these
are known as colour moiré effects and have to be
laboriously removed from the finished image.
Transparent only for certain colours

Original image (left) and corresponding portrayal of the
red, green and blue regions, and a composite image.
Credit: Empa

Researchers have therefore been working for a
number of years on the idea of stacking the three
sensors instead of placing them next to each other.
Of course, this requires that the sensors on top let
through the light frequencies that they do not
absorb to the sensors underneath. At the end of the
1990s, this type of sensor was successfully
produced for the first time. It consisted of three
stacked silicon layers, each of which absorbed only
one colour.

This actually resulted in a commercially available
image sensor. However, this was not successful on
Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive the market because the absorption spectra of the
color sensors stacked on top of each other instead different layers were not distinct enough, so part of
of being lined up in a mosaic pattern – this
the green and red light was absorbed by the blueprinciple could allow image sensors with
sensitive layer. The colours therefore blurred and
unprecedented resolution and sensitivity to light to the light sensitivity was thus lower than for ordinary
be created. However, so far, the reality hasn't quite light sensors. In addition, the production of the
met expectations. Researchers from Empa and
absorbing silicon layers required a complex and
ETH Zurich have now developed a sensor
expensive manufacturing process.
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally – and
is also cheap to produce.
The human eye has three different types of
sensory cells for the perception of colour: cells that
are respectively sensitive to red, green and blue
alternate in the eye and combine their information
to create an overall coloured image. Image
sensors, for example in mobile phone cameras,
work in a similar way: blue, green and red sensors
alternate in a mosaic-like pattern. Intelligent
software algorithms calculate a high-resolution
colour image from the individual colour pixels.
However, the principle also has some inherent
limitations: as each individual pixel can only absorb
a small part of the light spectrum that hits it, a large
part of the light is lost. In addition, the sensors
have basically reached the limits of miniaturisation,
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Stack instead of mosaic: the perovskite layers each
absorb only part of the light spectrum. Credit: Empa

dissipative internal optical filtering with solutiongrown perovskite single crystals for full-colour
imaging, NPG Asia Materials (2017). DOI:
10.1038/am.2017.163

Empa researchers have now succeeded in
developing a sensor prototype that circumvents
these problems. It consists of three different types
Provided by Swiss Federal Laboratories for
of perovskites - a semiconducting material that has Materials Science and Technology
become increasingly important during the last few
years, for example in the development of new solar
cells, due to its outstanding electrical properties
and good optical absorption capacity. Depending
on the composition of these perovskites, they can,
for example, absorb part of the light spectrum, but
remain transparent for the rest of the spectrum. The
researchers in Maksym Kovalenko's group at Empa
and ETH Zurich used this principle to create a
colour sensor with a size of just one pixel. The
researchers were able to reproduce both simple
one-dimensional and more realistic twodimensional images with an extremely high colour
fidelity.
Accurate recognition of colours
The advantages of this new approach are clear: the
absorption spectra are clearly differentiated and the
colour recognition is thus much more precise than
with silicon. In addition, the absorption coefficients,
especially for the light components with higher
wavelengths (green and red), are considerably
higher in the perovskites than in silicon. As a result,
the layers can be made significantly smaller, which
in turn allows smaller pixel sizes. This is not crucial
in the case of ordinary camera sensors; however,
for other analysis technologies, such as
spectroscopy, this could permit significantly higher
spatial resolution. The perovskites can also be
produced using a comparatively cheap process.
However, more work is still needed in order to
further develop this prototype into a commercially
usable image sensor. Key areas include the
miniaturisation of pixels and the development of
methods for producing an entire matrix of such
pixels in one step. According to Kovalenko, this
should be possible with existing technologies.
More information: Sergii Yakunin et al, Non-
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